
Why attend the Master Practice
Administrator Graduation in Austin?

You didn’t think we would take you through a six month course like no other and NOT throw the ultimate celebration of YOU
and your team after, right? And, when Prosperity Dental Solutions throws a celebration, we throw the ultimate soiree with no

detail spared. Picture this: pulling up to an exclusive weekend getaway - arriving at your new digs only to be greeted at a
beautiful hotel, delectable food, and five star accommodations. Settle into your plush rooms and glam for the first of many
step-and-repeat carpets...we like pictures, okay? Our photographers will capture your gorgeous smiles during your entire

stay so you have memories for a lifetime. Pop some bubbly and let the ceremony begin! Doctors, this is your moment to shine
right beside your new graduates. Warning: graduation speeches may require a VERY waterproof mascara! Once that cap is

tossed, ladies, it is time to let loose. Take a dip in the pool, let the cocktails flow, and the dance parties begin. Make sure your
phones are fully charged, because #prosperitygraduation is now underway. Fun is an understatement.

So, ladies and gentlemen, outfit planning starts now! We want you to have the time of your life. Oh, did we mention
everyone leaves with a swag bag full of designer goodies? Prosperity doesn’t bring the party, we ARE the party.

What are you waiting for? Book your travel in advance and remember you can always sit with us, MPAs. You did it!
Stay tuned for dates to come soon.

Celebrate your MPA's hard work with a weekend filled with team-building activities, leadership workshops, and FUN!

"The team building aspect of the retreat was amazing. My team
members were “at odds” with each other but after the genius model

and the retreat, you would have never known the struggles.
Profound impact on my team and function of the office.”

- Dr. Jennifer White

The weekend wouldn't be complete without delving into Prosperity Dental Solutions' modus operandi: TEAM. Think
lively, engaging team-building exercises and activities giving doctor, MPA, and teams a chance to work through

games and challenges designed to promote TRUST, RESPECT, AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE while strengthening
your bond and promoting and inspiring success for the business as a whole. Each retreat is unique, so if you think

you've seen it all, prepare for better than ever before; we strive to create experiences you will never forget. Think of
this as the paramount work party...but leave feeling as refreshed as you would after a weekend at the spa.

"I can’t think of a better way to celebrate my MPA than
spending a weekend with like minded teams and doctors

and strengthening our whole team! Love the MPA
program, it has changed my life!” - Dr. Lacie Dennis




